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Dear Reader,

Both of us have spent significant parts of our careers in the nonprofit sector. We believe that it represents the best of America, a place where people invest their whole hearts, where they live out their ideals and aspirations.

Whether we are volunteers, board members, staff members, or clients ... all of us come away from our interactions with nonprofits fortified and renewed.

This report paints a rich and complicated picture of a sector that not only touches lives – but helps drive the economy of Greater Louisville and Southern Indiana. The data also raises important questions – illuminating the challenges that will shape the rest of the decade.

Nonprofits work toward the common good – whether that’s by helping stray pets, working to reduce crime, addressing housing challenges, feeding the hungry, providing mental health services, investing in the arts, or promoting job training and learning. People of every faith, every race, and every point on the political compass – all come together to invest both their money and their time in something larger than themselves.

Our commitment at CNPE has always been to help nonprofits do good, better. Our intention is for this report to lift up the entire sector – both its strengths and its challenges. This report will help us face the future with a clear-eyed understanding of where we stand, and what’s at stake.

We encourage you to share this State of the Nonprofit Sector report with your coworkers and colleagues, your elected officials, your partners in business and government, your board members, and your volunteers. We also encourage you to tell us your reactions to this report. You can send your questions and thoughts to communications@cnpe.org. Together, we can continue to strengthen this vital sector of our economy, because we all profit when nonprofits thrive!

Sincerely,

Ann L. Coffey  
CEO

Christen Boone  
Board of Directors – Chair
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A summary for busy people:

This report is important, but we know all of us are strapped for time. So, here’s a summary:

- **Nonprofit organizations have a huge direct economic impact in the 10 counties we analyzed as “Greater Louisville and Southern Indiana.”** This impact can be measured by:
  - the more than 40,000 employees who work in those 10 counties and make up the fourth largest sector by employment in Louisville Metro
  - the more than $1.7 billion payroll in the 10-county area
  - the more than $4 billion in revenue in the 10-county area

- This direct economic impact of nonprofit organizations doesn’t begin to count the positive economic effect of all the good work done by nonprofit organizations. Education and job training, tourism, health care, and human services – all of these services have economic benefits that this report doesn’t quantify.

- While that total impact is large, most individual nonprofit organizations are small. Of the 3,872 nonprofit organizations in the region, 2,420 (62%) have revenue of less than $50,000 a year (which can include no revenue). Only 490 have employees.

- **Revenue for nonprofit organizations is declining or flat when adjusted for inflation since 2017,** even as the problems we are trying to address have grown in complexity and scope.

- Some nonprofit organizations may also face a fiscal cliff in 2025, when American Rescue Plan funds end. As another example, there has been a 66% reduction in Louisville Metro Government funding since 2004, when adjusted for inflation.

- When compared with peer cities, Greater Louisville and Southern Indiana have fewer nonprofit organizations than average per capita in almost every category.

- Nonprofit organizations are facing many challenges – wage pressures that affect recruiting and retaining staff, questions about equity in funding across our community, and the need to find new approaches for revenue growth.
Defining Terms: What do we mean by “nonprofits”?

The IRS says there are 6,699 organizations in Greater Louisville and Southern Indiana that have status as a 501(c).

While all of those organizations have “nonprofit status,” many of them are not really the kind of nonprofits people are thinking of when they use that term.

For example, under federal tax law, a labor union is a nonprofit, as are many cemeteries, hospitals, foundations, and faith communities.

In this report, the term “nonprofit” means the 3,872 organizations that the IRS calls “public charities” – even though that is just one subset of all 501(c) organizations. We use the term “nonprofit” because that is what most people use in casual conversation and because many people consider the term “public charities” outdated as it doesn’t adequately describe the impact of the work. Even the word “nonprofit” is inadequate to describe all that this sector does. Some people refer to it as the civic, volunteer, benefit, or social impact sector. Words create worlds – and the language we choose is important. But it’s difficult to get consensus around one word that adequately describes this complex, powerful, and important sector. For now, we continue to use the term “nonprofit.”

What do we mean when we say, “Greater Louisville and Southern Indiana”?

This report includes data from 10 counties in two states. We are talking about this entire area when we say, “Greater Louisville and Southern Indiana.” It includes Jefferson, Bullitt, Oldham, Shelby, Henry, and Spencer counties in Kentucky and Clark, Floyd, Harrison, and Washington counties in Southern Indiana.

When was this data collected?

This data was gathered in late 2022, using the most current data then available – which were generally from 2020 or 2021.
Together we have a large impact.

>3,800
Organizations in 10 Counties

$4 Billion
Total Revenue

$1.7 Billion
Payroll Totals

But most individual nonprofits are small.

<500
organizations have any paid employees

70%
have annual revenues of <$50k
The Economic Impact of Nonprofits: Jobs, paychecks, and revenue

Nonprofit organizations have a positive economic impact on more than just the households of the people they employ. By providing childcare, healthcare, job training, and other services, they enable many people to participate in the workforce who otherwise might not be able to.

But in this section, we are looking at the direct economic impact. The Nonprofit Sector is a significant employer in Greater Louisville and Southern Indiana, directly supporting tens of thousands of households.

Nonprofits organizations employ more than 40,000 people in the 10-county region, but their economic power is especially strong in Jefferson County. The sector employs 37,000 people in Jefferson County alone, meaning that many households depend on these organizations for their livelihood. In the private sector, only manufacturing, retail, and logistics (transportation and warehousing) employ more people.

When we consider the entirety of Greater Louisville and Southern Indiana, we see nonprofit employment reaches beyond Louisville Metro. The sector employs more than 40,000 people – significantly more than the sectors of finance and insurance, construction, or professional and technical services.
Where are nonprofit jobs located within the region?

People cross county lines and state lines when seeking employment – so there is a limit to how much can be gleaned from county-level data. People may live in Washington County, Indiana, and work in Jefferson County, Kentucky – and vice versa. These lines may become even blurrier in a hybrid work world. But in this data, jobs are counted in the county where the headquarters of the organization is.

Some types of nonprofit jobs may serve a region while being centrally located in the heart of Louisville – such as health care services and museums or other arts or cultural organizations. Others, like food pantries and afterschool programs, need to be located “close to home” – near the people who need them.

It is nevertheless instructive to note the distribution of nonprofit employment and the way it touches every county.

In the map on this page, Jefferson County has by far the largest number of nonprofit employees and. In the chart at bottom left, we see that it also has the largest payroll to go along with it.

Even in smaller counties, the impact of nonprofit employment can be significant. Consider Shelby County, where there are 12 nonprofit organizations with employees. Those 12 organizations employ 166 people with a payroll of $2.6 million – representing a significant economic impact in a community of 50,000 people.
Economic impact as measured by revenue

Another way to measure the economic effect of the nonprofit sector is by its revenue. Most nonprofit organizations will spend nearly all of what they receive in any given year on payroll, equipment, and direct services to the public.

Nonprofit organizations, like any other organization, sometimes need services or goods provided from outside our community – online software for example. But much of the revenue will be spent locally.
Subsectors and their economic impact: Measured by employees, payroll, and revenue

Not all nonprofit subsectors have an equal influence on the local economy. As with any economic sector, the number of employees and the size of the payroll is determined by a variety of economic factors – with organizations relying on highly skilled health care professionals typically paying more, as one example. Employees in the health services subsector average more than $70,000 per year.

Subsectors with the most revenue

Looking at the revenue by sector helps us gauge the size and relative scope of the various subsectors. About half the subsectors have – in total for the entire subsector – less than $20 million in revenue.
Subsectors with the highest payroll

It’s not surprising that the health services subsector has the highest payroll, with both the most employees and many highly skilled employees. But it’s interesting to see that even subsectors that are not thought of as “high-paying” professions make a significant contribution to the local economy through payroll – with $363 million in human services, $57 million in recreation and sports, and $56 million in arts and culture.

A note from CNPE: We need to watch wage trends carefully. In the past two years, there has been economic pressure toward higher wages in the face of a labor shortage. This has especially affected retail jobs … and some nonprofit organization leaders say they are now struggling to compete with retail jobs when hiring some workers. That may result in higher wages for some nonprofit employees. CNPE advocates for paying market rates – but recognizes that will also require more revenue for nonprofit organizations.
Understanding the Funding Environment

Across sectors, the largest category of funding is individual donors. Those donors are proven champions who may represent our greatest opportunity for growth.

Most nonprofit organizations get the majority of their support from private contributions and grants – the blue area on this accompanying chart. Program fees are often the second largest type of support – they can be a significant area of potential growth because those fees are often completely within the control of the organization. However, many nonprofit organizations have justifiable equity concerns about pricing their programs in a way that is out of the reach of people who need them the most.

Corporate sponsorships are one subset of private contributions that can increase revenue. Nonprofits need to examine the value of sponsorships and ensure they are maximizing their revenue.

Smaller nonprofit organizations in our area typically do not get much government support, which is shown in red. Revenue from government does not become significant until budget sizes approach $1 million. Government support is most significant for organizations with budgets between $2 and $5 million. Most government funding goes to housing and human services nonprofits to cover fees for service.
This raises equity questions if some organizations tend to be small and have lower budgets. There can also be a negative cycle when it comes to funding. Organizations with limited funds have limited ability to measure their impact – which makes it hard for them to qualify for more funding.

**Nonprofits are an economic driver – but revenue is stagnant**

*Funding for nonprofit organizations struggles to keep pace with inflation*

Revenue is not keeping up with inflation. Why?

National headlines about giving offer conflicting reports about to what extent giving is growing.

Keep in mind that some of these stories may be based on surveys in which people self-report that they “gave” – but they may be reporting giving that isn’t to a nonprofit or even to a 501(c) organization. (For example, they may have given to an individual through a GoFundMe page.)

In addition, individuals can give more than last year, but not enough more to keep up with inflation. That’s what Giving USA said happened in 2021. That report also showed corporate giving was up significantly that year – but it’s unclear if that trend will continue or was motivated in part by pandemic responses.

**Revenue over Time**

in Billions of Dollars; Adjusted for Inflation

![Graph showing revenue over time](image_url)

*Data come from the IRS Business Master File. Dollar amounts adjusted to 2021 using the C-CPI-U. Data include public charities in Greater Louisville and Southern Indiana.*
Louisville Metro funding has declined when adjusted for inflation

Historically, local government in Louisville has had a role in funding nonprofit organizations, recognizing that these organizations often save the government money in the long run. For example, a substance abuse treatment center can prevent expensive jail sentences.

But in Louisville Metro – the only jurisdiction for which we looked at detailed data – government support has not kept up with inflation. When adjusted for inflation, this difference is stark: a **66% decrease in external agency grant funding over the past 20 years**. During that same time period, Louisville Metro’s population grew by more than 10%.

Meanwhile, in more recent years, Louisville has:

- faced a global pandemic that caused significant workforce disruptions, resulting in learning challenges at schools, and created social isolation and mental health challenges for many;
- confronted serious issues of racial inequity, with the nation’s eyes on us after the killing of Breonna Taylor; and
- **witnessed significant increases in violent crime**.

Any of these bullet points could be used as an argument for greater investment in nonprofit organizations. People in Louisville Metro have lobbied the Kentucky General Assembly unsuccessfully for a local option sales tax that could generate more revenue for projects within the community.

**When American Rescue Plan funding expires in 2025, some nonprofit organizations may face new challenges. What will happen to the services they are currently providing? Who will pay for them? How will their loss affect the community? Whose responsibility is it to meet these challenges?**
Does our community have “too many” nonprofits?

At the Center for Nonprofit Excellence, we often hear people share their opinion that “Louisville has too many nonprofits.” Does it?

“Too many” is a qualitative assessment based on individual perceptions. It may reflect concerns about organizations with overlapping missions competing for the same grant money or public support. Or it may just reflect a weariness in receiving so many fundraising solicitations!

Data can’t define what constitutes “too few” or “too many” – but it can let us compare ourselves to peer cities. One data point to consider is whether we have more nonprofit organizations per capita than peer cities. By that measure, the answer is no. Greater Louisville and Southern Indiana does not have an unusually high number of nonprofit organizations. The data indicates that Greater Louisville and Southern Indiana have, if anything, somewhat fewer nonprofit organizations than average for a community this size.

When compared to 16 MSAs that the Greater Louisville Project has identified as “peer” cities, we find that Greater Louisville and Southern Indiana rank in the bottom half, in 11th place. The average number of nonprofit organizations per 1,000 residents is 3.7 slightly more than our 3.4. At the top of the list are Memphis and Indianapolis, with Memphis having double the number of nonprofits we have, per capita.

When we combine this with the insights from a 2019 report from The Greater Louisville Project, we see a concerning picture. That report found that, when compared with peer cities, Louisville nonprofit organizations receive less than expected support from several sources. Our high-income households

A note from CNPE: Some types of nonprofit organizations thrive in a healthy community – like museums and performing arts groups. Other types are most needed when a community faces problems. Louisville has more than 20,000 homeless children, an increasing number of overdose deaths, a high rate of food insecurity, and spiking violence. Nonprofit organizations can be nimble and reactive in challenging times. They are incubators of new ideas and innovators of new techniques.
donate less money (as a percent of income) than those in peer cities. Our foundations are less well-endowed. Our local government is also spending less on some of the same issues.

What kind of nonprofit organizations does Greater Louisville and Southern Indiana support?

Comparing ourselves to other communities by types of nonprofit organizations

At the Center for Nonprofit Excellence, we believe that all types of nonprofit organizations can have value for their community – and we know that each community has different needs.

Having said that, we also understand that we can’t evaluate the health of a sector as a whole by looking just at the top-line numbers of total organizations. We love the performing arts – but we would find it strange if performing arts organizations made up 90% of our nonprofit organizations.

So, let’s take a deeper dive into the types of nonprofit organizations that are based in Greater Louisville and Southern Indiana. How do we compare to our peer cities in different categories of nonprofit?

Our community has fewer than expected nonprofit organizations in almost every category

This is an eye-opening comparison.

On the whole, we have 7.9% fewer nonprofit organizations per capita than our peer cities.

Here are some more specific numbers:

- We have 14.5% fewer nonprofits devoted to helping people find jobs.
- We have 15% fewer nonprofit organizations working on environmental issues.
- We have 13.5% fewer nonprofit organizations devoted to volunteerism.

What does this mean?

Again, this data can’t tell us whether these numbers are good or bad.

But we should think about the things that surprise us. For example, our community has been proud of its efforts to address food security issues. We are the home to Dare to Care, Blessings in a Backpack, and other organizations with national reputations. It may surprise people then to see that we have 2.1% fewer organizations devoted to food and nutrition than average for a community of our size. Or, on the other hand, we might conclude that having several high-profile organizations in that category may
create a “consolidation” of efforts – where other cities may have several smaller, less successful organizations each working on the problem.

**Considering the full context:** *The health of any subsector should be measured by more than just the number of organizations – but by their size, funding, support, and scope.*

Greater Louisville and Southern Indiana has significantly more nonprofit organizations than expected in only two categories – civil rights and sports & recreation.

Greater Louisville and Southern Indiana has 13.6% more civil rights organizations than expected for a city our size – and 6.2% more recreation, sports, leisure, and athletics organizations.

It might be tempting to assume that this means our community is unusually committed to civil rights or unusually athletic.

But when we look at these subsector charts, we see a more complicated picture, particularly on civil rights organizations. We have 34 civil rights organizations – with only 8 being large enough to have employees. That’s a lot of very small grassroots organizations. These organizations may be doing great work – but most of these organizations are not large or particularly well-funded.

It’s important to look not just at the number of organizations, but at their size, scale, and scope.

---

**A Note From CNPE:** CNPE has a strong equity commitment and has deemed itself an anti-racist institution. We believe that we all benefit when organizations evaluate their programs for racial bias – as well as bias based on faith, sexual orientation, and gender identity. We need to ask deeper questions – not just about the number of civil rights-oriented organizations – but also about their access to funding and whether they have the tools they need to scale and grow.
Which subsectors are growing?

There are myriad ways to monitor the strength of subsectors of nonprofit organizations. Growth is one important way. As the population grows, there needs to be an equivalent growth to stay the same on a per capita basis.

An area that was once underserved may experience rapid growth as it “catches up.” Conversely, a merger between organizations with similar missions may result in an apparent shrinking of the subsector, even though the new organization could be stronger and more efficient.

The fastest-growing subsector is Animal Services, which grew by 14% over the four years. It is also interesting to note that sports and recreation – an area where we have a higher-than-expected number per capita – is also one of our fastest growing subsectors.

Conclusion: These numbers can’t tell us the optimal number of organizations to have for any subsector of nonprofit organizations are for any particular community. But there is nothing in the data to suggest that Louisville has an unusually robust nonprofit organization ecosystem. Growth is limited by funding, and the opportunity for growth is to expand individual giving.

Instead of asking “Do we have too many nonprofits,” we might ask: How do we address social problems? What will it take to build a thriving community for all? Whose responsibility is it to address our community challenges? How well are we solving the problems that nonprofits are focused on? Who should pay for the solutions?
Challenges and Opportunities

This report answered some key questions, but other questions remain. Let’s look at what we know and what we still need to know.

Takeaways: What is the data telling us?

- **Nonprofits have a huge direct economic impact.** This impact can be measured in jobs, revenue, and payroll. (Nonprofits also have indirect economic impact by providing job training and tourism attractions – as just two examples.)
- **Revenue is stagnant** and revenue challenges are on the horizon – such as the end of the American Rescue Plan funds.
- **No evidence supports the persistent myth that Louisville has “too many” nonprofits.** On a per capita basis, when compared to our peer cities, we have fewer than average per capita.

What challenges and opportunities does this data prompt us to think about?

**Challenges:**

- **Lack of revenue** is an issue – but also a symptom. There is a general lack of awareness and understanding of the impact of nonprofits across our community, including by our elected officials. This ultimately translates into an inattention to the funding needs of the sector, resulting in stagnant and declining funding. That directly impacts the ability of nonprofits to meet community needs. A separate [2019 report from The Greater Louisville Project](#) found that, when compared to peer cities, our nonprofit organizations receive less support from several key sources. High-income households give less and our local government is spending less to address these challenges than local governments in other cities. Due to the economic market, our foundations are also working with smaller endowments, and the number of nonprofits in the community far exceeds the foundation funding that is available. It’s also important to note that we may have lost a critical incentive for giving through the passage of the Tax Cut and Jobs Act of 2018. We should monitor the effects of changing federal and state tax incentives for charitable giving and potential long-term negative impact on individual giving.

- **The post-pandemic labor shortage is putting pressure on wages.** Rising wages are good for employees but require a matching growth in revenue. Attracting and retaining staff has been a challenge since the pandemic disruption. Exacerbating this issue for nonprofits is the fact that for those with government grants and contracts (federal, state, and/or local), a driving factor is that these contracts rarely, if ever cover the costs of the services provided. This results in wait lists for services – and in some cases, closed programs when nonprofits cannot maintain adequate staffing. Paying nonprofits for the services they are providing, paying nonprofits on time, and reducing unnecessary administrative burdens would allow nonprofits to recruit and retain the staff needed to meet community needs.

- **Louisville is still struggling with equity.** Since 2020, Louisville has begun to talk more honestly about its equity challenges, but we remain a largely segregated community – one where health,
economic opportunity, and quality of life can all be predicted by the ZIP code someone was born in. This isn’t right – and it also complicates all of our other problems. Often the people with the best ideas and the best perspective do not have the same access to funding. Our “business as usual” approach, as a city, is not enough.

Opportunities

- **One of the biggest opportunities for revenue growth is increasing individual giving.** The 2019 report from The Greater Louisville Project said if those who make more than $200,000/year raised their annual giving by simply 1% of their total income – that would put us on par with our peer cities for individual giving – and bring in an additional $80 million a year.

- **Another important opportunity is growing and expanding partnerships with government and elected officials.** In order to have effective partnerships, we must invest in building awareness, relationships, and understanding so we can work together to create large-scale community solutions.

- **The new Louisville Nonprofit Coalition has formed to ensure a strong unified nonprofit voice and work closely with Metro Council and other city, state, and federal elected and governmental officials.** This is to address issues impacting nonprofits, including efforts to eliminate barriers around contracting, timely reimbursements, and reporting.

- **As the labor shortage gives workers more options about where they work, nonprofits can leverage the value of mission-driven organizations.** There is no substitute for living wages, but we must also promote the value of doing work that matters, and we must develop work cultures that balance work, life, and self-care.

- **As we work to improve equity, we will elevate new and valuable organizations and leaders.** We should work to ensure all quarters of the nonprofit sector are full partners with government and the community as we work together to make Greater Louisville and Southern Indiana better – especially those organizations that are led by and serve Black and Indigenous People of Color, members of the LGBTQ+ community, and other minority communities. This will require personal efforts of building trust, relationships, and understanding – but also corrections to policies and systems that hold our community back. We need to work together with all sectors to shift our mindset, think creatively, and implement change.

Next steps

**What is emerging for you? What ideas? Which questions? Let us hear from you.**

Email us at communications@cnpe.org.
Final note: More details about this report

Who compiled and analyzed the data?

The statisticians at The Greater Louisville Project are experts at compiling data from diverse sources. In this case, those sources included:

- the IRS Business Master File, which contains financial information on all U.S. nonprofits
- the Urban Institute’s National Center for Charitable Statistics IRS Business Master File archive
- the IRS 990 database, which contains annual information returns for all tax-exempt organizations
- the U.S. Bureau of Labor Statistics

After the data was assembled, the Greater Louisville Project and The Center for Nonprofit Excellence analyzed the results together.

Where did this data come from?

This data was gathered in late 2022, using the most recent reports available – which were generally from 2020 or 2021.

While nonprofit tax returns are generally available within a year of their filing, the data that we hoped would become available at the outset of the project did not materialize. Per the IRS website, “Expect delays in data updates for the Tax Exempt Organization Search tool. We are still processing paper-filed 990 series received 2021 and later."

As for the year of data we included in the report, 42% were from tax year 2021, 47% were from tax year 2020, and the remaining 11% of organizations use data from 2022 or 2019 or earlier.
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